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THE CALL: Awakening
the Angelic Human
By Toni Sar’h Petrinovich

ISBN 1-4010-7877X. Hardcover. 157 pp. 2002. Sar’h Publishing
House. $21.95. [Also as Paperback: ISBN 1-4010-7876-1.]
In The Call: Awakening the Angelic Human, Toni Sar’h Petrinovich writes
about the modern-day search for wholeness, within and without, and
clarifies many of our age-old questions. Do angels exist? Are there angelic
humans? Is the search for the angelic a call from our souls to fulfill an
interconnectedness that knows no physical bounds, but opens us to the
discovery that this angelic “spirit” is already within us?—that there are
angels in human form? She helps us understand the angelic realm, its
purpose and focus and our possible agreement with it.
Toni Sar’h links the angelic realm, the principles that activate DNA in humanity,
the connection between DNA and evolution, and describes for us the Angelic
Human (AH). She shows us how AH have an attraction to the One Will, and
how this intensified attraction manifests encoded differences within the
Angelic Human’s soul pattern. This magnetism further integrates the

individuated free will into the One Will, bringing the Angelic Humans into a
mode of surrender and vulnerability. Within that vulnerability lives the
potential for the greatest power: the openness which is the gap between
breaths which brings the Angelic Human to the depths of the Heart—the
Pulse of the Sophia—the Mother Creator.
Toni Sar’h reveals why this is the time of unfolding consciousness, how
we can manifest this consciousness most easily, and what purpose Angelic
Humans serve in the overall design of humanity’s evolution. Not only is this
a book of self-discovery, it is a primer for the activating soul who remembers
a calling to this time and space to provide a portal through their everawakening consciousness for light, truth, and divinity to flow. - From the
Foreword by Flo Aeveia Magdalena
About the Author: Toni Elizabeth Sar'h Petrinovich received her Doctorate Degree in metaphysics from the University of Metaphysics in Los Angeles. She is a Master Teacher through the Holy Order of MANS under the
Order of the Golden Cross. Born with the innate ability to see
multidimensionally, she uses her gifts to bring people in tune with their own
truth.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: Toni Elizabeth Sar’h Petrinovich, Ph.D.
Sah’r Publishing House
Sacred Spaces Integrated Care Center
4604 San Juan Avenue
Anacortes, WA 98221
Tel.: (360) 293-2853/ Cell-Phone: (360) 303-0782
FAX: (360) 588-8809
Email: <sacred@anacortes.net>
Website: <http://www.sacredspaceswa.com>

THE YOGA OF
TIME TRAVEL
How the Mind Can Defeat Time

asserts, could clarify our purpose; change our sense of self, the future,
and death; and provide a hero’s journey that might aid the entire community.
Fascinatingly, Wolf thinks that, under certain circumstances, we might not
only visit but even alter the past, with a ripple effect on the present.
About the Author: Fred Alan Wolf is author of Taking the Quantum Leap
(Nat’l Book Award, 1988), The Spiritual Universe, and Parallel Universes.
“[Fred Alan Wolf’s] new book, THE YOGA OF TIME TRAVEL, represents
a giant leap toward a comprehensive worldview of the future integrating the
best of modern science with the best of authentic spiritual traditions.”—
Stanislav Grof, M.D., author, Beyond the Brain, The Cosmic Game, and
Psychology of the Future.
“Fred Alan Wolf is one of the most eloquent and clear scientists who
explains the relationship between the laws of nature and consciousness.
His book, THE YOGA OF TIME TRAVEL, will help you break the illusion
of linear time and experience a domain that is eternal, timeless, and
acausal. This experience helps conquer all fear including the fear of
death and gives you a glimpse into the immortal nature of your soul.”—
Deepak Chopra, author, Ageless Body, Timeless Mind.
“I enjoyed reading this book, and you will, too. Simply put, it is one of the
most imaginative books I have read about the nature of time. It makes us
wonder if time travel is possible, not only through the use of technology,
but through yoga, which anyone can practice.”—Amit Goswami, author,The
Self-Aware Universe and Physics of the Soul.
“THE YOGA OF TIME TRAVEL is a fascinating speculation at the
intersection of hard science and fantasy. A must read for science buffs!”—
Edgar Mitchell, Sc.D. Apollo 14, Founder: Institute of Noetic Sciences.
RIGHTS SOLD: Bulgarian, Dutch, India [English] , Greek. ALL OTHER
RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: DeLacy Sarantos, Foreign Rights/ Quest Books
306 W. Geneva Rd., P.O. Box 270
Wheaton, IL 60180 USA
Tel: 1-630-665-0130 x 346 Fax: 1-630-665-8791
Email: theoquest@theosmail.net

By Fred Alan Wolf

IN SEARCH OF P. D.
OUSPENSKY: The
Genius in the Shadow of
Gurdjieff By Gary Lachman

ISBN 0-8356-0828-X. Paperback. 33 Black & White Illustrations. 336
pp. October 2004. Quest Books. $17.95.
Buddha said he could move backward through time, observes theoretical
physicist Fred Alan Wolf. Time travel is not just science fiction; it may
actually be possible. Wolf draws on yoga and quantum physics to show
that time is a flexible projection of mind. Cheating time, he says, is an
ancient metaphysical idea from the Vedas having to do with moving through
meditation to a place where time stands still.
In reader-friendly language, Wolf explores how time and thought are
bound together and how a change in ego structure could allow freedom
from time’s limitations. And he elaborates on benefits: Time travel, he

ISBN 00-8356-0840-9. Hardcover. 320 pp. November 2004. Quest
Books. $24.95.
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P. D. Ouspensky’s classic work In Search of the Miraculous was the first
to disseminate the ideas of G. I. Gurdjieff, the mysterious master of esoteric
thought in the early twentieth century who still commands a following today.
Gurdjieff’s mystique has long eclipsed Ouspensky, once described by Gurdjieff
as “nice to drink vodka with, but a weak man.” Yet Ouspensky was a brilliant,
accomplished philosopher in his own right, and some consider his meeting
with the charismatic “Mr. G.” the catastrophe of his life. Indeed, in subsequent
years Ouspensky tried hard, with limited success, to break away.
This book moves Ouspensky’s own story center stage, against the backdrop
of the Russian Revolution, the dervishes of Constantinople, and a cosmopolitan
Europe entre deux guerres. The archetypal encounter it describes echoes
that of Don Juan and Castaneda, or perhaps Mephistopheles and Faust. One
of the great mystical adventures of our time, it will fascinate everyone
interested in the farthest reaches of what it means to be human.



OFFERS SOLUTIONS FOR THE FUTURE. Future Prospects maintains that future events are not set in stone, and explains that if we
change our conduct as citizens of the world for the better, then we may
be able to forestall the calamitous events outlined in Joseph Noah’s book.



RICHLY DOCUMENTED with prophecies of ancient, present-day
and future events, and with historical, esoterical and philosophical knowledge—including an in-depth examination of many of the exciting and
little-known events described in the so-called ‘non-canonical’ books of
the Bible.



COMPELLINGLY NARRATED WITH UNFLAGGING POWER, making Future Prospects of the World According to the Bible Code truly
another one of the “greatest stories ever told.”



About the Author: Author of several books on the counterculture, Gary
Lachman became known to Theosophical readers through his contributions
to The Quest magazine.

POSSIBILITY OF BEING SOLD IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE UNLOCKING THE BIBLE CODES CD that Joseph Noah used in the
preparation of his book (non-English-language publishers may be able to
enter into a special translation agreement with Doko-Media, of Israel,
manufacturers of the software).

“Gurdjieff and Ouspensky are two of the last century’s great esoteric thinkers.
Gary Lachman does a masterful job of telling the fascinating tale of the
entangling of each of their lives. Written in an erudite and compelling style,
Lachman brings to life the ideas of an entire era.”—Leonard Shlain, author of
The Alphabet Vs. the Goddess and Art and Physics.

"Its depth and focus are intense and eye opening...For those of you that
are into religious theology, this is a must read, and would make a wonderful addition to your spiritual library." - Ann Findley, PAATHways
Magazine, May-June 2003.

“This is the classic book on Ouspensky we have all been waiting for.”—
Colin Wilson, author of The Outsider, The Occult and most recently, The
Atlantis Blueprint.

“This is a scary book in many ways, for it sets out to establish further
findings in the Bible Code index. It is also a guide to survival, and for the
readers of paranormal writings it will prove interesting reading.” - Lee
Prosser, Ghostvillage, Sept. 4, 2003.

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: DeLacy Sarantos, Foreign Rights/Quest Books
306 W. Geneva Rd, P.O. Box 270
Wheaton, I 60189 USA
Tel: 1-630-665-0130 x 346 Fax: 1-630-665-8791
Email: theoquest@theosmail.net

Future Prospects
of the World
According to
the Bible Code
By Joseph Noah

ISBN 1-8921380-7-7. Paperback. Illustrated with 61 Matrix Slides.
208 pp. February 2002. New Paradigm. $16.95.

RIGHTS SOLD: Indonesian, Turkish. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE. See bottom of column for complete contact information.

The Song That
Never Ended
A Jazz Musician's
Journey to a Love
Beyond Life
By John Novella
ISBN 1-8921380-9-3. Paperback. Illustrated. 260 pp. June 2003.
New Paradigm Books. $16.95.
Jazz musician John Novello tells the story of how he lost his jazz
singer wife Gloria to cancer, celebrated her life at a music-filled public life
tribute, and found that she had never left him. His story will give heart to
all those who have never ceased to mourn a lost loved one.



“This is not only a truly fascinating and well-written book, but a valuable
contribution to the evidential literature about the Afterlife.” - Prof. Dr.
Hans Holzer, parapsychologist and author of 126 books.



“Of the afterlife contacts with his wife, Gloria, the evidence presented
supports John’s conclusion that she is still by his side.” - The Journal
of Religion and Psychical Research, Vol. 26, No. 4, October 2003.

Based on Unlocking the Bible Codes software, Joseph Noah’s book is:
TIMELY: The subject of the Bible Code is hugely popular. In November
2005, Michael Drosnin will publish the third in his Bible Code series; the first
two volumes have sold several million copies each.
GRAPHICALLY ILLUSTRATED with 61 Matrix Slides showing the
reader how Joseph Noah used the Bible Code to uncover prophecies in the
Torah, the Book of Daniel, and the Revelation to Saint John.



CROSSES ALL RELIGIOUS BOUNDARIES. It has become an important
book for many Jews and Christians in the U.S. and has been published in
translation in two secular Moslem states, Indonesia and Turkey.



ASSUAGES CURRENT FEARS. The terrorist attacks of 9/11 and the
war in Iraq, along with terrorist activity worldwide, has heightened fears of
peoples everywhere. Future Prospects explains why these events took
place and lays out the many paths down which they are leading us.

“What makes this book work so well is its blunt honesty and approach
to dying, and how it was for Gloria fighting breast cancer and her husband
John trying to discover an alternative cure to save her life. There is
much sadness and much joy in this book.” - Ghostvillage, 2003.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE. Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way, Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (561) 482-5971, (800) 808-5179, FAX: (561) 852-8322
Email: <darbyc@earthlink.net>, Website: <http://www.newpara.com>
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PROPHETS OF VIOLENCE
/ PROPHETS OF PEACE

Besides being a prolific writer on topics he knows so well, he produces
TV and film documentaries through his company, Darvesh Films (Canada)
Ltd. on issues of a social and psychological nature. He acknowledges
being on a personal journey that has no ending in his thirst to know more
about the art of healing and helping others to grow happier.

Understanding the Roots of
Contemporary Political Violence

ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Bill Belfontaine, President
White Knight Publications
Suite 103, 1 Benvenuto Place
Toronto, ON, M4V 2L1
Tel: 416/925-6458
FAX: 416/925-4165
E-mail: whitekn@istar.ca
Website: <http://www.whiteknightpublishing.com>

By Dr. K. Sohail

THE BIGGEST AND
BRIGHTEST LIGHT
A True Story of the Heart
By Marilyn Perlyn, with a Foreword by
Muhammad Ali. Illustrations by Amanda
Perlyn

ISBN 0-9734186-9-9. Paperback. 190 pp. April 2005. White Knight
Publications. US$13.95, Cdn$19.95.
Dr. K. Sohail’s newest book opens the issue of war and peace occupying
a central place on the global stage. The leaders he presents have not only
shaped the history of their own countries and communities, but have
transcended local boundaries to influence the course of the 20th century.
In this new millennium, their political thoughts, strategies and general
philosophy must be studied as they will continue to influence our decisions.
The strength of this book is that it features Martin Luther King for those
interested in the civil rights movement in America; Nelson Mandela for those
seeking news of South Africa, Che Guevara and Ho Chi Minh for the leftist
movements, and the history of tiny Tibet through the personality of the Dalai
Lama. Kamel Ataturk for Turkey, Frantz Fanon for France and Algeria, Leon
Tolstoy for Russia and internationally Mahatma Gandhi and lesser known in
western circles. Rabindranath Tagore, Mohammad Iqbal and Mohammad Ali
Jinnah, explore the Indian subcontinent.
Dr. Sohail has built a solid, easily-managed bridge for all to comprehend
the thoughts and actions of leaders from around the world. Written in
simple language, it enables every layman to access a 20th century human
treasure of information. Dr. Sohail’s insights as a psychotherapist enable
him to present these history-makers not as mere distant political figures but
as human beings with all of their strengths and weaknesses.
About the Author: Dr. Sohail is a psychotherapist providing guidance to
many who use his original concepts to bring themselves into a better life of
balance and effectiveness. He has written books on diverse themes
including poetry, short stories, true crime and self-help, and has contributed
articles to numerous magazines and newspapers. His lectures and seminars
at provincial, national and international conferences are called “noteworthy”
by his peers.
The Creative Psychotherapy Clinic in Whitby, Ontario, led by Dr. Sohail,
has become a successful, ever-expanding practice because of the
innovative techniques he has introduced through his lengthy career as a
healer.
Embracing the humanist philosophy that guides his life, Dr. Sohail is
admired for his leading-edge therapy by his patents, health administrators
and colleagues across North America.

ISBN 1-931741-30-1. 9.2 x 11.1 x 0.4 Hardcover. Illustrated. 48 pp.
Reading level: Ages 4-8. March 2004. Robert D. Reed Publishers.
$16.95.
Filled with splendid illustrations and inspirational ideas for children, this
heartwarming true story will give children a real understanding of the
feelings that come from giving.
When six-year-old Amanda wanted to help her teacher who had a
problem, she wondered what could she do? She thought of great ideas
like making holiday decorations, baking cookies, and entering a contest.
Through Amanda’s efforts to help her teacher, she discovered that helping
someone else gave her the best feeling that she had ever, ever had. It
was better than eating a chocolate sundae, better than opening up all the
presents at her birthday party, and even better than the day she got her
new wet-nosed puppy!
Young readers will delight in seeing the grade school photo of Amanda
and her teacher at the end of the story. The realization that Amanda is a
real person leaves children looking for opportunities to follow her shining
example.
“THE BIGGEST AND BRIGHTEST LIGHT: A TRUE STORY OF THE
HEART is a rich and meaningful picture book about the greatest treasure
anyone can share. Written by Marilyn Perlyn, THE BIGGEST AND
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BRIGHTEST LIGHT features very simple yet moving illustrations by
Amanda Perlyn. Six-year-old Amanda wants to help her teacher with a
problem, but this problem is so big that it cannot be solved....Sometimes
the best thing one person can do for another is simply to be there, and
care. More than gifts or pleasantries, the biggest and brightest light is
love, compassion, and the warm feeling one gets from helping someone in
need, a lesson that bears remembering in this timeless tale about making
a difference.” - Midwest Book Review
“THE BIGGEST AND BRIGHTEST LIGHT is a cleverly written children’s
book full of teachable moments. Parents, teachers, and other
professionals working with children will find this book to be a useful tool
for facilitating discussions about the value of giving and other important
life lessons. It is gentle and heart-warming. And best of all, its a true
story!” - Dr. Rick Brodsky, Child Psychologist, New York, N.Y.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Robert D. Reed, President
Robert D. Reed Publishers
P.O. Box 1992
1380 Face Rock Drive
Bandon, OR 97411
Tel.: (541) 347-9882
Fax.: (541) 347-9883
Email: <4bobreed@msn.com>
Website: <http://www.rdrpublishers.com>

START YOUR OWN
RELIGION By Timothy Leary

script: The birth in a manger. The walking on water. The loaves and fishes.
The scourging of the money lenders from the Temple. The betrayal by
Judas. The crown of thorns. The ever-popular Crucifixion Climax. The
surprised ending Resurrection. It beats Indiana Jones, doesn’t it?
Religion is the turn-on, tune-in, drop-out process.
In the 1950s, we began to see a new religious movement—Born Again
Paganism—which is still going strong today. In Start Your Own Religion,
Leary describes a do-it-yourself religion. Since God # 1 appears to be held
hostage by the bloodthirsty Osama Bin Laden, by the memory of the
telegenic Pope John Paul II, and by the Religious Right...there’s only one
logical alternative: Steer your own course! You and your dear friends must
start your own religion.
The basic political unit is exactly the same as the basic spiritual
grouping: The Clan.
You and your friends can do anything that the great religions and empires
and racial groups have done in the name of their God. You can choose your
Gods to be smart, compasionate, cute and goofy. Begin by creating a cult
comprised of your family and friends. Then develop a personal mythology
and write your own New Testament.
You are a God. Pray like one!
About the Author: Timothy Leary was a world-renowned psychologist,
a West Point student, a defrocked Harvard professor, a relentless champion
of brain-change, a stand-up philosopher, a Federal “criminal” and a
counterculture guru. His charisma and radically humorous nature often
captured the attention of the world. Some called him “the most dangerous
man on the planet.” Leary continues to be an inspiration for millions of
freedom-loving and free-thinking people throughout the world.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Beverly Potter, Publisher
Ronin Publishing
Box 22900
Oakland, CA 94609
Tel.: (510) 420-3669
Fax.: (510) 420-3672
Email: <beverly@roninpub.com>
Website: <http://www.roninpub.com>

Overcoming Job BURNOUT
How to Renew Enthusiasm
for Work By Dr. Beverly Potter

ISBN 1-57951-073-6. Paperback. 240 pp. Illustrated. March 2005.
Ronin Publishing. $14.00.
Religious, mystical, visionary possession states are powerful and
wonderful—they open the doors of perception, polish our sensory lenses,
and shake up the autonomous sensory system. They’re intimate and
precious and they shouldn’t be imposed on others. When the power of the
shamanic tripping is hooked to a confrontational monotheistic religious
dogma, you’re got the potential for major mind games.
Leary asks: “Who owns the Jesus Property?” What we have is a typical
bunch of quarrelling Christian sects—exactly the same noisy cast of
characters who have been profiting from similar theological battles for two
millennia. They’ve bickered, century after century. They are hassling over
the ownership of one of the most valuable properties of all time. Look at the

ISBN 1-57951-074-4. Paperback. 240 pp. Illustrated. 3rd Edition.
April 2005. Ronin Publishing. $14.95.
Many people experience work as drudgery and their lives as painfully
empty. The malaise that results is a painful process that adversely affects
work, health, interpersonal relationships, leisure pursuits and selfconfidence, as well as ability to perform efectively. This job burnout is
caused by feelings of powerlessness—damned if you do; damned if you
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don’t situations that sap motivation. Once it begins, burnout becomes a
self-propelling vicious cycle that is difficult to reverse.
DO YOU:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Dread going to work most of the time?
Feel trapped in your job with few options?
Get little satisfaction from working?
Feel drained at the end of the day?
WOULD YOU RATHER:
Look forward to your work?

Being Human: Exploring
the forces that shape us
and awaken an inner life
By Solihin and Alicia Thom
and Alexandra ter Horst

Feel in command of your work life?
Get a sense of meaning from your work?

Have more than enough energy left for leisure?
The recipe for change is at your fingertips. Overcoming Job Burnout
tells how to recognize the symptoms of burnout and steps to take to renew
enthusiasm for work. The key is to develop personal power—an “I Can Do”
attitude and ability to influence your work environment. Learn how
transforming stress, pacing yourself, building skills, tailoring your job to fit
you, building social support, changing jobs, thinking powerfully and
developing detached concern empower you and refuel your enthusiasm
for work. Includes practical advice for managers.
“Relief for the burnout out & bummed out.” - San Francisco Chronicle.
“Remarkably insightful and exciting...offers wise, powerful, useful advice
on many levels—good medicine indeed.” - Miami Herald.
About the Author: Dr. Beverly Potter holds a doctorate from Stanford
University and a Master’s from San Francisco State. She is an educator
who helps people boost performance, create innovations, and find fulfillment
in their work. She conducted corporate training for over 20 years and is
the author of over 12 books.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE from Ronin Publishing. For contact
nformation, see end of previous advertisement.

Eter nal
Tr e b linka
Our Treatment of Animals
and the Holocaust
By Charles Patterson
ISBN 1930051999. Paperback. 312 pp. March 2002. Lantern Books.
$20.00. The title of the book is from a short story by the Yiddish writer and
Nobel Laureate Isaac Bashevis Singer (1904-91), to whom the book is
dedicated: “In relation to them, all people are Nazis; for the animals it is an
eternal Treblinka.” The book examines the origins of human supremacy,
describes the emergence of industrialized slaughter of both animals and
people in modern times, and concludes with profiles of Jewish and German
animal advocates on both sides of the Holocaust, including Singer himself.
About the Author: Charles Patterson, Ph.D., is the author of The Oxford
50th Anniversary Book of the United Nations, Anti-Semitism: The Road to
the Holocaust and Beyond, The Civil Rights Movement, and From
Buchenwald to Carnegie Hall (co-author). He lives in New York City.
“[This] book will go a long way towards righting the terrible wrongs that
human beings throughout history have perpetrated on non-human animals.
I urge you to...think deeply about its important message.” - Dr. Jane Goodall.
RIGHTS SOLD: Croatian, Czech, German, Israeli, Italian, Polish.
ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE. Contact Dr. Charles Patterson, 545
West End Ave. - 12d, New York, NY 10024, Tel./Fax.: (212) 874-5664,
Email: <eternaltr@earthlink.net>, Website: <http://www.powerfulbook.com>.

ISBN 0971317208. Paperback. 0.8 x 7.2 x 8.5. 192 pp. April 2004.
Ad Humanitas Press. $19.95.
Being Human offers a profound approach to understanding life. We
may assume that we are human because we inhabit a human body, but
there is a difference between our form and our content. Just as the body
represents our form, our inner Self—our essence—represents our content.
Each of us is shaped by life forces—material, vegetative, animal, and
human—which exist within all of life. Being Human explores these forces
and provides practical tools that enable us to understand not only why we
often get stuck in ancestral patterns or other limiting thoughts and emotions,
but also what resources we contain to move beyond them. On a higher
level, it examines how our relationship with the life forces and ultimately
with the Creator—Great Life Force—enables us to navigate our human
journey with purpose and meaning. As we open to the Divine, our inner life
awakens, and our outer actions become guided by our inner Self.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS: Solihin and Alicia Thom are co-founders of Ad
Humanitas, an organization dedicated to furthering the humanity in all of us.
They have over 30 years’ combined experience teaching their Life Forces
workshops in which they have helped thousands of people around the
world gain a new perspective on their inner and outer lives. Alexandra
ter Horst has studied the work of Solihin and Alicia Thom since 1995. She
is currently vice-president of SymPoint Communications, a public relations
company based in Asheville, North Carolina.
“Leading the reader rung by rung up the hierarchical ladder, the authors
explore each of the life forces from the material self (our genetic blueprint)
to the noble self, which seeks alignment with the Divine (the primary life
force) and the essential qualities connecting them.” - Foreword, April ‘ 04.
“In a world in which one’s outer life often throws up obstacles and limitation
to the unfolding of one’s rich and inspiring inner world, Being Human
provides the tools to dig out and transform self-defeating old patterns and
ways of thinking, and presents a dynamic framework based upon archetypal
forms and symbols through which new patterns of thinking and behavior
can emerge authentically.” - The Journal, UK, June 2004.
A German translation is in preparation, but ALL RIGHTS are
AVAILABLE, including German. Contact: Alicia Thom, Ad Humanitas
Press, 216 SW Tualatin Loop, West Linn, OR 97068, Tel.: (503) 723-7900
Email: <orders@beinghumanbook.com> or <alicia@adhumanitas.com>,
Website: <www.beinghumanbook.com>.
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Fourth in the Series: “Lifelong Happiness and Relationships”

LOVE, SEX and
MARRIAGE By Dr. K. Sohail, M.B.,

Love, Stress & Sex
By Stephen Royal Jackson, Ph.D.

B.S., F.R.C.P.S. (C) & Bette Davis, R.N., M.N.

Use Stress to
Liberate Your
Love Life

ISBN 0966480945. Paperback. 81 pp. February 2005. SET Publishing. $10.00.

ISBN 0-9730949-9-0. Paperback. 192 pp. 2004. White Knight
Publications. US$14.95, Cdn$21.95.
Love, Sex and Marriage is an intellectually stimulating dialogue between
two psychotherapist friends who are fascinated with the mystery of intimate
relationships they see in their everyday working life.
Throughout their book, they exchange views and challenge our cultural
and religious biases. The writers believe that to have a humanistic attitude
towards romantic relationships we need to build bridges between cultures,
religions and genders.
In their letters, Dr. K. Sohail and Mental Health Lecturer Bette Davis share
their personal observations, social experiences and professional insights
about many aspects of human bonds including dating, marriage, divorce
and sex education for the next generation. These letters will help readers
to have a better understanding of human psychology to improve the quality
of their intimate relationships and help their children make wise life choices.
The writers question many outdated traditions and myths about human
sexuality and share their belief that friendship is the cornerstone for building
a healthy and happy intimate relationship. The writers also share how they
have helped their clients deal with issues like jealousy and unfaithfulness
in their clinical practice.
The format of letters is informal, informative and easy to read. For
individuals and couples who are struggling with their social and intimate
relationships, this timely book offers a wealth of contemporary romantic
wisdom. A book for all ages.
About the Authors: For biography of Dr. Sohail, see under the book
Prophets of Violence/Prophets of Peace. The president of Bette Davis
Consulting and Counselling Services, Bette Davis has worked in excess of
20 years in the area of mental health/psychiatric nursing as an individual
and group therapist, manager and clinical teacher. She specializes in
Stress Management, Critical Incident Stress Debriefing, Time Management
and Personal Effectiveness with staff and managers in the public and
private sectors. Her special interest is in the relationship betwen balancing
home and work life and workplace wellness. She has written on issues
related to personal and professional development, has presented numerous
workshops and is a founding member of a number of professional and
community organizations.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE. Contact: Bill Belfontaine, President
White Knight Publications
Suite 103, 1 Benvenuto Place, Toronto, ONTARIO,
CANADA M4V 2L1, Tel: 416/925-6458 / FAX: 416/925-4165
E-mail: <whitekn@istar.ca>, Website: <www.whiteknightpublishing.com>

“Two currents whose union is necessary to insure a completely
normal attitude in love... failed to combine. These two currents
may be distinguished as the affectionate and the sensual current.”
It’s been nearly a century since Freud wrote these words and yet they
are as relevant today as they were then. In doing in-depth therapy with
adults, adolescents, and children, Dr. Jackson saw how stress can injure
our ability to fuse love and sex. He discovered how the stress of conflicts
in love dating back to the earliest most vulnerable times of our life affects
the quality of our adult love life.
The media is filled with stories of some of the best and brightest among
us who were unable to unite the currents of affection (love) and sensuality
(sex). Sex scandals have led the news for years. And the scandals have
included an impressive array of the talented and influential: American
presidents, TV evangelists, rock stars, and sports stars. Even Elvis, the
man voted the greatest entertainer of the last century and the sexy
heartthrob of millions of fainting females, had a problem fusing love and
sex in his love life.
If more men and women could be hot for the one they love, there would
be less debasing sexual behavior. There would be less of a need for
prostitutes, internet-porn sites, extramarital affairs, or for incurring high
credit card charges for phone sex. Deep therapy is not the only way to
remove the blocks to a fulfilling love life. Taken from Dr. Jackson’s clinical
experience and from his seminars in Stress Effectiveness Training, this
book is an application of key concepts found in 8 Steps to Love and in A
Matter of Love. Are you ready to release your capacity and/or ready to
help your love partner release his or her capacity for a more deeply fulfilling
love life? If so, then this book is for you!
About the Author: Dr. Stephen Royal Jackson has been a stress specialist
in the field of psychology for more than two decades. He received his
doctorate in clinical and child psychology from the University of Virginia.
Late in 1995, Dr. Jackson had a life-changing spiritual experience that led
him to study ancient healing practices. Within a year, he decided it was
time to leave the clinical practice of psychology to teach and write, and by
the summer of 1998 he had founded SET for Life Seminars, Inc. Dr. Jackson
lectures and conducts seminars throughout the USA and Europe. For
nearly a decade, he has been using the deeply relaxing ancient healing art
of Reiki to help people here and abroad find relief from stress and stressrelated physical pain. Dr. Jackson has often appeared on national television
and radio and he is a member of the Las Vegas Speaker’s Bureau.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE. Contact: Janet Wiebusch
SET Publishing, a division of SET for Life Seminars, Inc.
2304 Riddle Avenue, Suite # 406
Wilmington, DE 19806
Tel.: (302) 778-2417
Email: <jmariew@comcast.net>, Website: <http://www.drsrj.com>
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WORDS BECOME
FLESH

A MATTER OF
LOVE

True Stories of How Words Hidden in
A Fascinating Journey about Following and
Your Heart Become the Flesh of Your Life Fulfilling Your Divine Destiny
By Stephen Royal Jackson, Ph.D.

Words are the
Seeds You Sow
in the Soil of
Your Soul

By Stephen Royal Jackson, Ph.D.

Provides a
Formula for
Finding Utimate
Freedom, Peace,
and Happiness

ISBN 0966480937. Paperback. 295 pp. May 2004. SET Publishing.
$16.95.
ISBN 0966480953. Paperback. 289 pp. May 2005. SET Publishing.
$16.95.
By day, Dr. Jackson had some bizarre cases: a former Hell’s Angel with a
phantom limb itch; a woman who discovers that she was a victim of
satanic ritual abuse; a man whose sexual coming-of-age involves the film
Attack of the 50-Foot Woman. His cases teach him that the words buried
in your heart can become the flesh of all kinds of physical symptoms.
By night, Dr. Jackson had strange dreams....Or were they visitations from
the spirit world? In these nightly encounters, he dialogues with spiritual
masters who guide his soul’s passage through what Jackson calls the
seasons of the soul.
In the springtime of his soul, Jackson meets Rabbi Ben who teaches him
about the Kabbalah. In the summer of his soul and on into early autumn, he
meets with San Francesco who presents elements of the lost teachings of
Jesussome of which were discovered with the Dead Sea Scrolls. After the
leaves fall and the autumn of his soul is fully underway, he meets with
Tacomi, a Tibetan monk; he teaches Jackson how to free his mind and
awaken his heart. With winter came a surprise...
The spiritual masters teach Jackson that the words we think to ourselves
and say to others are the seeds we sow in the garden of our soul. Our
words determine whether this sacred garden flourishes with flowers or
withers with weeds. From the depths of human suffering found in the
therapist’s office to the heights of spirituality, Jackson reveals the impact
that your words have not only on the quality of your life, but on the condition
of your soul.
For biographical information on Dr. Jackson, see under Love, Stress
& Sex.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Janet Wiebusch
SET Publishing, a division of SET for Life Seminars, Inc.
2304 Riddle Avenue, Suite # 406
Wilmington, DE 19806
Tel.: (302) 778-2417
Email: <jmariew@comcast.net>
Website: <http://www.drsrj.com>

“We are at a critical juncture in human history. For the Maya, we are about
to enter an era where the heart of humanity can awaken from a dark period
that began a little over 5000 years ago. However, the Maya taught me that
it is up to each and every one of us to awaken our heart if we are to
successfully usher in a new era of greater freedom and peace.”
—from A Matter of Love
Dr. Stephen Royal Jackson takes you on a journey from ancient sacred
sites of the Maya found in the jungles of Guatemala and Mexico to the
shocking news stories he discussed on national television and radio. He
reveals how your divine destiny leads to ultimate freedom, peace and
happiness.
Drawing on his media appearances, Dr. Jackson unmasks evil. He
exposes the emotional basis and psychodynamics of evil. To this end, he
discusses Andrea Yates, the Houston mother who murdered her five
children; Nathaniel Brazill, the 13-year-old boy who murdered his teacher;
genocidal terrorist, Osama bin Laden; and serial sniper John Muhammad.
Dr. Jackson helps us see beyond the rationalizations of political and religious
rhetoric into the heart of evil.
√ Learn how to harness hate so you can help reduce evil in the world;
√ Discover your destiny through the daily dialogue with the Divine;
√ Expand your horizons by thinking outside the box of ordinary reality;
√ Do your part to cleanse humanity’s heart of collective anger and fear.
In A Matter Of Love, Dr. Jackson operates in the tradition of the father of
American psychology, William James, who investigated the varieties of
religious experience. Like James, Jackson considers himself an empiricist
and a pragmatist—truth is what you see and what works. Dr. Jackson
expands the spiritual psychology he first presented in 8 Steps to Love.
For biographical information on Dr. Jackson, see under Love, Stress
& Sex.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Janet Wiebusch
SET Publishing, a division of SET for Life Seminars, Inc.
2304 Riddle Avenue
Suite # 406
Wilmington, DE 19806
Tel.: (302) 778-2417
Email: <jmariew@comcast.net>
Website: <http://www.drsrj.com>
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How To Manage Your
DICK(Destructive Impulses
with Cyber Kinetics)
By Sean Joseph O’Reilly

“Destined to be a classic…you need to read this book.”–David Rothenberg,
author, Is It Painful to Think?, editor, Terra Nova.
“It’s bold, it’s brazen, it’s provocative. And that is just the title.”–Publishers
Weekly.
“Sigmund Freud was wrong on a lot of things, but he was right on this one–
genitalia are at the root of the most important passions. Sexuality is the
indispensable home plate of the human soul.”–Howard Bloom, author of
The Lucifer Principle: A Scientific Expedition into the Forces of History,
and Global Brain: The Evolution of Mass Mind from the Big Bang to the 21st
Century.
RIGHTS SOLD: Portuguese. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE,
INCLUDING NORTH AMERICAN.
Contact: Sean O’Reilly
Ten Speed Press/ Auriga Publishing Group
350 Stonegate Lane
Front Royal, VA 22630
Tel.: (540) 635-5862/ Fax:(540) 736-4593
Email: <sor@mindspring.com>
Website: <http://www.dickmanagement.com>

THE P
AR
THENON
PAR
ARTHENON
CODE
ISBN 1580083501. Paperback. Cartoons and Diagrams. 336 pp.
September 2001. Auriga Publishing Group. $15.95.

MANKIND’S HISTORY IN
MARBLE By Robert Bowie Johnson, Jr.

How to Manage your what? That’s right, your DICK. How To Manage
Your Destructive Impulses with the Cyber-Kinetic energy of the soul is one
of the most unusual concepts you will ever encounter. It is also one of the
most important. This is the book that might have saved Bill Clinton and other
politicians from personal and political chaos.
Author and editor Sean Joseph O’Reilly presents ideas about energy,
moral development, and sexual management that will revolutionize your
life. Our society emphasizes concepts like time and resource management,
but for the most part ignores one very important kind of management: DICK
Management. An ecology of personal energy use that studies destructive,
testosterone-driven impulses from the perspective of metaphysics and
science, DICK Management is a new discipline that will teach you how to
redirect your sexual energy and discover your more spiritually enlightened,
dimensionally evolved self. This is an extraordinary new guide to the soul.
It’s about finding your own personal life ethic—not just saying “no” or
suppressing your desires but rather about saying “yes” to something larger
than the tunnel vision of the Cyclops in your pants.
About the Author: Sean Joseph O’Reilly is an emerging leader in the
rapidly evolving field of personal development, life improvement, spirituality
and travel. An editor of many award-winning books including The Road
Within, Testosterone Planet, The Ultimate Journey: Inspiring Stories of
Living and Dying and Pilgrimage: Adventures of the Spirit, he is a thoughtprovoking and energetic professional speaker. He has a degree in Existential
Phenomenology and is a former associate of New Age pioneer George
Simon.
“If a few hundred guys throughout history would have had the benefit of
Dick Management, the world would be a much better place.”–Thom Elkjer,
author and playwright.
“...More than just a quirky title; it’s a heartfelt and remarkably
comprehensive manifesto, drawing on wisdoms from East and West, about
how not to behave like an absolute jerk.”–Anneli Rufus, author of Magnificent
Corpses.
“Magnificent!”–David Yeadon, author, The Way of the Wanderer.

ISBN 0970543832. 7 x 10 Paperback. 251 Black & White Illustrations.
288 pp. June 2004. Solving Light Books. $29.95.
The Parthenon Code reveals, for the first time in 2,000 years, the meaning
of the seven sculptural themes on Athena’s temple. A simple but hidden
artists’ code, expressed on vase-paintings and the Parthenon sculptures,
leads to the astonishing truth that Greek myth/art chronicles in great detail
the reestablishment of the way of Kain (Cain) after the Flood. The events
of Eden were part of the Greeks’ collective cultural memory, and their
special interpretation of those events made up the very basis of their
religious system. Greek myth/art is human history. The Book of Genesis is
human history. While the viewpoints of each are opposite, the recounted
events match each other in convincing detail.
The Greeks knew exactly who Noah was. They called him Nereus, the
“Wet One.” While it is true that the Greeks built the Parthenon to glorify the
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serpent-worshipping Eve of Genesis, it is also true that they built it to
celebrate their “victory” over Noah and his God.
“Sitting in the shade of the Acropolis in Athens and looking up at the
Parthenon while reading it, the book made complete sense of the way
ancient Greek artists communicated in a layperson’s language....[The
Parthenon Code] is in a rare class of literature that can be classified as
the beaconing light to understand humanity.” - New Europe/The European
Weekly.

The Twelve Universal
Laws of Success
2nd Ed., Expanded, by Herbert Harris

“One of the most original, engaging, thoughtful, and thought-provoking
works....an iconoclastic, mind-stimulating, and strongly recommended
read.” - The Midwest Book Review.
“The most original book of the decade, if not the last fifty years.” - Ron
Pramschufer, BooksJustBooks.com.
“This is the book the thinking Christian community has been waiting for.”
- Ian T. Tayor, Creation Moments.
RIGHTS SOLD: Greek. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Robert B. Johnson, Jr., Solving Light Books
727 Mount Alban Drive
Annapolis, Maryland 21401
Tel.: (410) 757-4630
E-mail: <rbowiej@comcast.net>
Website: <http://www.solvinglight.com>

As For Tomorrow,
I Cannot Say
33 Years with Multiple
Sclerosis
By Diana Neutze

A joint publication of New Paradigm Books and Hazard Press, New
Zealand <http://www.hazard.co.nz>. ISBN 1877270172 (N.Z.). ISBN
1892138069 (U.S.). Paper. 104 pp. February 2002 (U.S.). $13.95.
New Zealand poet Diana Neutze was in her late 20’s, living in London
with her husband and young son, when she discovered that she had
multiple sclerosis. More than three decades later, wheelchair-bound and
largely confined to her Christchurch home, she has told her remarkable
story. Fiercely independent and passionately determined, she has fought
the illness with every psychological and physical weapon in her armory.
As For Tomorrow, I Cannot Say is a tribute to the power of the human spirit.
"I am recommending it to young doctors because it contains insights into
managing multiple sclerosis that they will not find in their textbooks." - Jon
Simcock, M.D., Neurological Foundation of New Zealand, Auckland
“A manifesto of spunk...the best thing about this little book is that 'victim'
isn’t part of Neutze’s vocabulary." - J. Godfrey, Wanganui newspapers
"This book is a revelation and an inspiration....[It] deserves to remain in
print forever, as a classic resource." - Quality Web Content
"A story of courage, determination and extraordinary creativity." - Helen J.
O’Neill, TAKAHE Literary Magazine
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE
Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way
Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (561) 482-5971, (800) 808-5179
FAX: (561) 852-8322
E-mail: <darbyc@earthlink.net>, Website: <http://www.newpara.com>

ISBN 0-9748362-1-4. Paperback. 195 pp. 2004. LifeSkill Institute,
Inc. $14.95.
A well-organized treatment of the basic principles of personal success.
The broad spectrum of self-help approaches are organized into twelve
universal laws that are each based on biblical principles. This book is
unique in that it refines and reduces religious, philosophical self-help
concepts into easy-to-understand action principles. It provides step-bystep processes for overcoming procrastination, obstacles, fear and worry
and formulas for setting goals, making plans and getting desired results.
Topics Include: Improving self-image and attitude; overcoming obstacles,
fear and worry; building self-discipline; making success plans that work; a
daily formula for achieving your goals; principles of wealth building; improving
relationships; overcoming procrastination; persistence and getting results.
Appropriate for parents, educators, administrators, young adults, college
and general audiences.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Herbert Harris is a retired attorney who is probably
the last person to pass the New York State Bar exam without ever attending
Law School. He pursued biblical and esoteric studies in Israel, Egypt, and
Africa, and studied under Dr. Eric Butterworth, Rev. Ike, Dr. Robert Schuller,
Anthony Robbins and Tom Hopkins. Harris writes Thoughts for Success,
a nationally syndicated newspaper column. His fifth book, The Twelve
Universal Laws of Success, 2nd Ed. has achieved international acclaim.
“Herbert Harris’s ‘universal laws’ are taken from the Bible. He explains
each law in clear, practical, understandable language, and shows with
clear examples how to apply each law to advance one’s life. The laws
[are]: Thought, Change, Vision, Command, Magnetism, Focus, Action,
Value, Relationships, Supply, Persistence and Truth....[This book] is
ideal for small groups.” - Church and Synagogue Library Association,
March 2005.
“This book is sure to find the approval of every one who reads it, and is
going to find its place amongst classic self-help books. Herbert Harris
will with this book be a household name in the manner of Dale Carnegie
and Napoleon Hill.” - BookWire Review, December 2004.
“This by far is one of the most inspiring motivational books I have ever
read. I read it from cover to cover and did not want to put it down. The
questions from the study guide at the end of each chapter really helped
you to reinforce the material. I am going to tell everyone I know about this
book. It is awesome.” - Michael O., sales instructor, Chicago, Dec. 9, 2004.
RIGHTS SOLD: (1st. edition:) Chinese, Italian, Malaysian, Spanish;
(2nd. edition:) India [English]. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: LifeSkill Institute, Inc.
P.O. Box 302, Wilmington, NC 28402
Tel.: (800) 570-4009
Email: lifeskill@earthlink.net, Website: <http://www.lifeskillinstitute.org>
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Novels of Lost Knowledge

ENERGY GRID:
LIGHT VISION:
Simultaneous Dimension Simultaneous Dimension
Series, Book Two By Coco Tralla
Series, Book One By Coco Tralla

ISBN 0-9752659-0-3. General fiction. Case bound, gilded edging,
ribbon bookmark, crackle glaze design cover, recycled paper.
322 pp. December 2004. Tralla Publications. $25.00.
Known for contacting legendary and famous spirits, Coco Tralla uncovers
a wisdom of hidden secrets. From the missing papers of Tesla to the
hidden Scrolls of Aradia, Coco's Novels of Lost Knowledge unravel
mysteries that have been intentionally kept from the public for centuries.
These REALITY FICTION™ books portray mysterious people and exotic
places that may seem unbelievable, yet are actually real-life situations
with a fictional storyline.
Light Vision: Simultaneous Dimension Series, Book One imparts the
lost knowledge of light and percertion, especially the phenomenon some
people describe after dying and being resuscitated as "going through the
light." Through expanding our vision, we can access this latent ability
within us all called “the sight.” In the layers of antiquity Italians call
underground Rome, Diana DeMarco's life becomes jeopardized by witches
and magick as the life-threatening rituals of Italian witchcraft shock her
“sight” into awakening. In Light Vision, we experience the ancient magick
of Aradia the Holy Strega, a revered healer who practiced witchcraft in the
hills of Aradia, Italy. Known as the founder of witchcraft, she documented
her beliefs on nine scrolls. The scrolls, which became known as the lost
Scrolls of Aradia, were confiscated when the Roman Catholic Church
imprisoned the Holy Strega during the Inquisition.
Only available in case binding with ribbon bookmark and gilded
edging, Light Vision will not be published in paperback or typical
hardback because the ancient look and feel of the seven books create
a wavespell.
Ancient magick teaches us that time is a wavespell. A wave is a
motion of time, while a spell is that which can be cast, known or
experienced during that time. Accordingly, the book binding of the
seven books initiate a wavespell to impart the lost knowledge. With
its heavy crackle glaze cover and soft, leather-like binding, the
ancient feel of the Novels of Lost Knowledge create a New Time to
heal earth and humanity.
Light Vision: Simultaneous Dimension Series, Book One was released
in December 2004. Energy Grid: Simultaneous Dimension Series, Book
Two will be released in December 2005. The remaining books will be
released yearly until 2012. Then sequels to each book will be released,
which will be called the Fifth Dimension Series.
Light Vision prepares readers for the second book of the series, Energy
Grid, because it shows us that light, including physical reality, is more than
just what we see.

ISBN 0-9752659-1-1. General fiction. Case bound, gilded edging,
ribbon bookmark, crackle glaze design cover, recycled paper.
350 pp. Scheduled for Publication December 2005. Tralla
Publications. $25.00.
Mysterious People, Exotic Places—REALITY FICTION™ books are
novels about people and places that seem unbelievable, yet they exist in
our world today. Known as the Novels of Lost Knowledge, these stories
reveal secrets that have been kept from the public for centuries.
Energy Grid: Simultaneous Dimension Series, Book Two contains the
lost knowledge of the etheric and magnetic fields of the earth, including ball
lightning. It imparts the lost knowledge of Earth’s mysterious ley lines.
These invisible gridlines of energy can help us access the latent ability
within us all called “the sight.”
In the English countryside, Omar Weizman awakens his “sight” when he
discovers crop circles and ancient sites being used as communication
devices by other universes.
On September 11, 2001, ball lightning, a scientific phenomenon Omar
Weizman had studied for years, shot out from the fuselage on the far side
of the cabin. His pulse quickened as the orb whizzed by and disappeared
through the fuselage next to him. Leaning forward, he caught a glimpse of
the orb darting through the clouds just outside his window. Whipping
through the wispy clouds, it vanished.
Omar turned away from the window to carch sight of another ball
lightning, this one twice the size, surge from the cockpit and head straight
toward him. He closed his eyes—then opened them to see a jet wavering
above him as if making an emergency landing. But before it could land,
Flight 93 imploded into pieces in midair and Omar's mind slipped into a void.
Four years later, Omar awakened from a comatose condition to hear the
full story of 9/11—and to realize that his Hebrew/Muslim descent and the
tapes of him boarding Flight 93 had made him a suspect...
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE FOR BOTH BOOKS.
Contact: Coco Tralla, President & CEO
Tralla Productions
5082 E. Hampden Ave., Suite 219
Denver, CO 80237
Tel.: (303) 757-7553
Ancient Message for Earth and Humanity
Novels of Lost Knowledge
Email: <YouAreSpirit@aol.com>
Website: <www.sevenbooks.com>
Website: <www.mayanprophecy.net>
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Rests with You
White Feather: A Journey All the Power
By Suzanne Stutman
to Peace By Suzanne Stutman

ISBN 0-9648261-7-8. Paperback. 208 pp. September 2005. Manor
House Publications. $12.95.

ISBN 0-9648261-4-3. Hardcover. 168 pp. December 2004. Manor
House Publications. $21.95.
This new collection of poems contains pieces which tell the universal
stories of those who have experienced trauma. These poems share with
others the beauty of the human spirit as it searches to heal and recreate
itself and to reach toward the light of hope and freedom.
In her Introduction to White Feather, Dr. Stutman says, “Let us carry
hope in our pocket and when we are tired or hurting, let us take it out and
stare into its center, and feel peace inside.”
White Feather: A Journey to Peace contains poems which have been
written, donated, and displayed on behalf of national and international
organizations. Among them: The International Health Awareness Network,
Friends of the Children, The Center for Children’s Support, The Philadelphia
Children’s Alliance, The National Council of Women of the United States, The
International Council of Women, The International Medical Women’s
Association and Heartbeat and Age-In-Action in South Africa.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Suzanne Stutman is a professor of English,
American Studies and Women’s Studies at Penn State University’s Abington
College. She is the author of five scholarly texts and two books of poetry.
Her previous book of poetry, Broken Feather: A Journey to Healing, explores
the effects of child abuse. Dr. Stutman has written poetry for several
organizations, including The International Health Awareness Network, The
National Council of Women of the United States, and Friends of the Children.
Her poems have been read and exhibited at the United Nations and at
various locations around the world.
Dr. Stutman is the immediate past president of the National Council of
Women of the United States and vice president of the International Health
Awareness Network. She serves on the Advisory Boards of The Toni
Morrison Society, The Thomas Wolfe Society, and The Survivors’ Art
Foundation.

All the Power Rests with You is a collection of poems written for children
who might need the reassurance through the medium of poetry that they
are indeed o.k. and special. Aided by her team of consultants from the
fields of psychiatry, psychology, social work, and public health, Dr. Stutman
has written in poetry a creative resource for pre-teens and adolescents.
All the Power Rests with You opens a world of imagination and creative
expression which children can use for their own individual empowerment
and self-awareness. Included are chapters and activities entitled "Adventures in Writing Poetry," "Feeling Safe," "Feeling Out of Place," "Positive
Feelings," and "The Future," and over 50 blank pages upon which the
children can craft their own poems, songs, stories, and pictures, thus
providing them with their own individual creative diaries.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Dr. Stutman’s poems have been presented and
displayed at the United Nations in New York and in Australia, Switzerland,
Thailand, South Korea, South Africa and various locations in the U.S.
"Once again, Sue Stutman shares with us her incredible talent for putting
difficult feelings into words and encourages readers to express themselves, using the art of poetic expression. This book will be a great
resource to children and adolescents who want to better express, and
understand, their own feelings about some difficult subjects." - Christina
M. Kirchner, LSW, Executive Director, Philadelphia Children's Alliance.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE. For contact information, see column one.

100 Best Weight-Loss Tips
By Dr. Fred A. Stutman, M.D.

“White Feather: A Journey to Peace reflects the work and devotion to peace
that Dr. Stutman has embraced and nurtured on behalf of others for so
many years. These beautiful poems express that even from the darkness
there can be light, healing and blossoming, especially from a heart so
pure and full of love as Suzanne Stutman’s.” – Sorosh Roshan, M.D., MPH,
president of The International Health Awareness Network and vice-president
of The International Council of Women.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Eileen Bedara, Marketing Director
Manor House Publications, Inc.
3501 Newberry Road
Philadelphia, PA 19154
Tel.: (800) 343-8464
Fax.: (215) 440-9255
Email: info@manorhousepublications.com
Website: http://www.manorhousepublications.com

Hardcover: ISBN 0-934232-20-2. 304 pp. June 2005. Medical Manor
Books. $29.95. / Paperback: ISBN 0-934232-19-9. $19.95.
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According to The Physicians’ Health Bulletin, “Dr. Stutman’s new book,
100 Best Weight-Loss Tips, features a series of effective weight-loss
strategies that promote healthy eating habits and an easy, safe, permanent
weight-loss system. Dr. Stutman also shows how low carbohydrate diets
are extremely dangerous to your health and how these diets invariably
lead to rebound weight gain once they are stopped. 100 Best Weight-Loss
Tips gives you the necessary building blocks to lose weight quickly, stay fit
and firm, and live a longer, healthier life.”
Individuals looking for a way to lose weight quickly, easily, and safely
can turn to Dr. Fred Stutman’s dynamic new book, 100 Best Weight-Loss
Tips, which presents a series of realistic weight-loss tips based on scientific
medical studies. Some of the 100 Best Weight-Loss Tips include:

√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√
√

GRATITUDE WORKS
Open Your Heart to Love
By Katherine Scherer and Eileen Bodoh

Low Carb Diets are Dangerous;
Weight-Loss Tips for Seniors;
Melt Belly Fat!
Diet and Exercise Facts & Fallacies;
Top 20 Antioxidant Foods;
Secret Weight-Loss Formula For Women;
Fruits That Reduce Your Appetite;
Mediterranean Diet & The French Paradox;
Prevent Heart Disease, Strokes & Diabetes;

ISBN 0-9748550-0-6. 5x5 Paperback. 398 pp. March 2004. K & E
Innovations LLP. $11.97.

Foods That Block Fats and Burn Calories;
How To Beat Food Cravings;
Diet Aids & Supplements;
Lose Weight with Power Foods;
Super Fat-Burning Foods

ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Fred A. Stutman, M.D. currently practices family
medicine as a Temple University Family Practice Physician. He is the author
of ten books and numerous medical articles on diet, nutrition and exercise.
He is one of the foremost authorities on the medical benefits of walking for
health, fitness, and weight control and is known worldwide as “Dr. Walk.”
His previous book, Walk to Win, was a nationally acclaimed best seller and
a Prevention Magazine Book Club Selection. His last book, Diet-Step: 20/
20 - For Women Only, is now in its third printing and was a Foreword
Magazine Book of the Year Award Finalist. Diet-Step also appeared on the
cover of Publisher’s Weekly’s Small Press Issue.
“Diet, nutrition and exercise expert Fred Stutman, M.D., presents 100
Best Weight-Loss Tips, a compendium that distills vital information to
bite-sized bits for anyone striving to reach and maintain a healthy weight.”
- The Midwest Book Review.
“Former U.S. Air Force doctor Fred Stutman is back, complete with his
trademark no-nonsense style and a take-no-prisoners approach that’s
way more ‘armed forces’ than it is ‘lifestyles category.’ It’s not rocket
science, but for readers lacking superego, Dr. Stutman could be just the
thing. Plus: the drill-sergeant will get a lot of men to sit up and pay
attention.” – Kirkus Reports.
“Successful weight-loss is guaranteed if the book’s recommendations
are followed properly.” - Sorosh Roshan, M.D., MPH, President, International
Health Awareness Network.
“You don’t have to get to the last page to start using these tips....Because
this book isn’t a diet, you can pick one thing at a time and gradually
incorporate many healthy habits into your routine.” - Vera Tweed, Let’s
Live Magazine.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Eileen Bedara, Marketing Director,
Medical Manor Books
3501 Newberry Rd.
Philadelphia, PA 19154
Tel.: (800) 343-8464
Fax.: (215) 440-9255
Email: <info@medicalmanorbooks.com>
Website: <http://www.medicalmanorbooks.com>

Gratitude Works is more than a pretty book to set on the shelf—it’s a
book to be used. This collection of 365 short stanzas explores what we
have to be grateful for in our lives. Each day focuses on one main thought,
and the four lines that follow expand on that thought. The book can be read
from beginning to end or opened at any page and used as a daily guide. It
takes you through the seasons of the years month by month and inspires
you to think of the things in your own life that you are grateful for.
Gratitude Works helps us stay in the present moment by being grateful
for what we have now, rather than dwelling on the past or dreaming into
the future. It helps us learn to stop taking so much for granted. It reminds
us to give thanks before our prayers are answered, knowing that the
blessings will come. When we realize how much there is to be thankful for
and recognize the ways we are already blessed, we feel closer to God.
When we feel gratitude for each moment, we enrich our souls.
ABOUT THE AUTHORS: Eileen Bodoh (Milwaukee) retired from her
career as a legal secretary, and devotes much of her attention to
volunteering. A former hospice volunteer, she has attended workshops
with Elisabeth Kubler-Ross. Eileen presently coordinates many events for
the Austrian community in Milwaukee, and has received the Decoration of
Merit in Silver from the Republic of Austria. Among her many other activities,
she acts as hostess for those who walk the labyrinth and is active in her
church. She is married to Robert J. Kalupa, who serves as Honorary
Consul of Austria for the State of Wisconsin, and has one son, David.
For 28 years, Katherine Scherer (Greendale) has been an active
partner in the family business of painting and staining new, high-end homes
(Painting Specialists, Inc.) She is the mother of three sons and one daughter
and has nine grandchildren. Two of her sons are in business with her.
Katherine has also facilitated various self-improvement groups over the
years. She was a religious education teacher for grades two through
twelve while her children were growing up. Her training at Family Service
and the Women’s Crisis line helped her lead parent education groups.
“A spiritual life is simply being present. Gratitude Works demonstrates
effectively the power of ‘being present’ in the light of the Divine. A truly
great read!” - USA Book News.
“A thought-provoking and moving work that is bound to bring a smile to the
face of the depressed by offering them hope and solace....a highly
recommended gift that would make the world a happier place by touching
the lives of its readers.” - BookWire, February 1, 2005.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Eileen Bodoh, K&E Innovations LLP
6099 Oakland Lane W., Greendale, WI 53129
Tel.: (414) 421-8130, Fax.: (414) 546-4396
Email: <gratitudeworks4u@aol.com>
Website: <http://www.gratitudeworks.com>
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The Pleasures and
Principles of Partner
Yoga

THE SOVEREIGN SOUL
Sufism: A Path for Today
By Phillip Gowins

By Elysabeth Williamson

ISBN 978-1-892138-10-1. Paperback. 230 pp. 2005. PRE-PUBLICATION COPIES AVAILABLE. New Paradigm. $16.95.

ISBN 0-9747383-0-1. 9 in x 11 in Hardcover. Full-Color. 272 pp.
August 2004. Wisdom Arts Publishing. $29.95.
Partner Yoga is a newly emerging practice that expands the traditionally
individual science of yoga into the realm of relationship. In traditional yoga
practice, a person places his or her body into specific postures while
focusing on breath and body alignment. Designed for two or more people,
Partner Yoga postures utilize the forms and principles of individual postures
while incorporating the presence of another to deepen the impact of the
pose. In Williamson’s style of Partner Yoga, there is no giver or receiver in
a posture; thus all partners are fully engaged in their own experience.
The Pleasures and Principles of Partner Yoga is a synthesis of ancient
and modern yogic techniques that focus on both self and relationship
development. The book presents simple to advanced partner and group
practices that are ideal for those with or without prior Yoga experience.
Over 60 practices are presented in eleven principle-based chapters.
The book is innovative in both content and design, using the latest
Photoshop® techniques to transform over 300 photographs into the
appearance of fine hand-drawn images. Each chapter begins with an
inspirational essay accompanied by a dramatic full-page color image.
Throughout the book, Williamson captivates and inspires us to move beyond
self-imposed limits to a richer experience of the heart, mind and body.
A Selection: “Our world is changing at a pace with which we can barely
keep up, yet the truth of the healing power of love has remained the same
since the beginning of time. As technology advances, we are increasingly
isolated and starved for meaningful human contact. Partner Yoga provides
powerful tools for connecting with our humanity—tools that empower us to
create and sustain peaceful relationships and communities.”
- from The Pleasures and Principles of Partner Yoga
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Elysabeth Williamson experienced natural and
intuitive movement into yoga posture throughout her childhood. She began
formal studies at the age of 17, including many diverse traditions such as
Kripalu, Iyengar, Ashtanga, Kundalini, Kriya, and Bikram Choudury’s. She
has taught a creative blend of traditional yoga for the past 18 years in a
variety of settings. She is currently working on a companion video series
to The Pleasures and Principles of Partner Yoga.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE. Contact: Wisdom Arts LLC, P.O. Box 447, Arvada,
CO 80001, Tel: (303) 946-5255, Fax: (303) 477-0892, Email:
<partneryoga@wisdom-arts.com>, Website: <www.wisdom-arts.com>.

The aim of the 1,500-year-old spiritual tradition of Sufism, it has been
said, is “the elimination of all veils between man and God.” In June 2004,
Sufi Master Pir Vilayat Inayat Khan died peacefully at his home in Paris,
France. As leader of the Sufi Order International which first brought Sufism
to the West in 1910, Pir Vilayat had spent more than 40 years teaching this
and other truths of Sufism to audiences in the U.S., Europe and Asia.
For 25 years, Sufi teacher Phillip Gowins was able to take advantage of
the many visits of Pir Vilayat to the United States. Thus The Sovereign
Soul: Sufism: A Path for Today is a homage to the Master, providing as it
does an introduction to the ancient stream of wisdom embodied by Sufism—
but present in other religions and humanistic philosophies as well—that Pir
Vilayat was able to impart to students around the world.
The Sovereign Soul is also a description, always concrete, often
humorous, of the mystical path that Phillip Gowins himself has pursued
over the years. With many examples and exercises, he shows us how we
can practice the spiritual life ourselves. The path he lays out is strewn with
pitfalls and pleasures alike. He tells us how we can avoid the one and
enjoy the other—and attain to love and self-mastery in the increasingly
dangerous 21st century.
A Selection: “Let's return to one of the practices I was describing above:
Imagining yourself as you would be if you had completed the work of the
mystic. See if you can actually think of yourself as the mystic who is
before you or in your mind's eye. It will seem to you that such a person has
certain powers of manipulation that you presently do not. What would you
do with these powers if you had them? Where would your responsibilities
lie? Let's try another tack: What would the mystic be thinking about?
What would he or she be contemplating? How do such persons regard
their fellow beings? This quote from Murshid provides a hint: "When we
judge others, we are certainly judging the Artist who has created them. If
we realized this, it would not be difficult to feel the presence of God
everywhere." - from The Sovereign Soul: Sufism--A Path for Today.
ABOUT THE AUTHOR: Phillip Gowins was born in Minneapolis, Minnesota,
in 1945. He has been a cabinetmaker since 1980. In 1979 he met Pir Vilayat
Inayat Khan and shortly thereafter was inducted into the Sufi Order in the
West. A teacher in that order, he runs a Sufi Center at his home in Yonkers,
New York, with his wife, Majida, who is also a teacher. Her daughter, and
their grandchildren, live with them.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE. Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way, Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (800) 808-5179, (561) 482-5971, Fax.: (561) 852-8322
Email: <darbyc@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.newpara.com>.
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CONVERSATIONS
WITH ETERNITY
The Forgotten
Masterpiece of
Victor Hugo
Translated with a commentary by
John Chambers, with an
introduction by Martin Ebon
ISBN 1892138018. Paperback. Illustrated. 262 pp. November 1998.
New Paradigm Books. $13.95.
"Compared to the soul-destroying banality of most séance texts, the
Marine Terrace corpus is a literary masterpiece, the unconscious product
of a naturally dramatic mind" (Graham Robb, Victor Hugo: A Biography,
1997). From August 1853 to December 1855, while in political exile at
Marine Terrace, his home on the Channel island of Jersey, the famed author
of Les Misérables participated in numerous "table-tapping" séances.
At least 115 "spirits" communicated with him, his family and fellow
political exiles. The group of alleged discarnate entities included the illustrious
dead such as Shakespeare, Plato and Galileo; legendary animals like
Balaam’s Ass and the Lion of Androcles; entities who claimed never to
have been alive, like the Shadow of the Sepulcher and Death; a series of
abstract concepts with names like ‘India,’ ‘Metempsychosis,’ and ‘Ocean;’
and aliens from the planets Mercury and Jupiter. The first translation ever
into English of the transcripts of the most important of these séances, with
an introduction by Martin Ebon setting Hugo's channeling experience in its
historical context.
Ask to see prepublication chapters of our greatly revised and
expanded second edition due out December 2005. This second
edition will contain six new chapters:

√ “Was Victor Hugo a Grandmaster of the Priory of Sion?”;
√ “Victor Hugo and the Cabala”;
√ “Kossuth’s Revolution: When the Tapping Tables Spoke
Hungarian;”

√ “Other

Voices, Other Rooms: Romance and Tragedy of Adèle

Hugo;”

√ “Comparing Victor Hugo, William Blake and James Merrill:

From

the Masters, New Truths about Channeling;”

√ “Return of the Shadow of the Sepulcher:

The Reappearance of
Hugo’s ‘Main Spirit’ in 1920’s France and 1990’s Italy.”
Most of the chapters in the first edition will remain but some will be
shortened or combined. There will be significantly more interpretation of
the channeled material of each chapter. A new appendix will contain the
full text of a one-act play channeled from “William Shakespeare” in 1854.
"Quite a surprise, quite a delight." - The Anomalist (Best Books of 1998)
"This is a total adventure, and I would have given my eye-teeth to be there."
- NAPRA Review
"Strangely alive, pregnant with a timely spiritual urgency." - Fate
"Challenging, memorable, poetic utterances abound." - Foreword
"The best book on channeling in years." - Fortean Times

RIGHTS SOLD: Greek, Italian, Latvian, Lithuanian, Portuguese,
Spanish and Turkish. ALL OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: New Paradigm Books
22491 Vistawood Way, Boca Raton, FL 33428
Tel.: (561) 482-5971 / Toll-Free: (800) 808-5179
FAX: (561) 852-8322, E-mail: <darbyc@earthlink.net>
Website: <http://www.newpara.com>

The Ancient Museum
of Dream: Discoveries
of a Dream-Artist
By Clyde Anthony and Carolyn Frances

ISBN 1-4184340-0-0. Paperback. Illustrated. 241 pp. June 2004.
Authorhouse. $17.50.
This book is a collection of works, of discoveries, gleaned from Clyde
Anthony’s dreams and visions. It is more than that: Through Carolyn
Frances, it is a communication with a consciousness that comes directly
from the realm of dreams and visions, a conscious awareness that proclaims
the power of these dreams and visions and bears witness to their place in
human history. This conscious awareness also testifies to the worth of
those communications in the human search for meaning—a search that is
borne on the shoulders of the abilities of individual persons but derives its
strength from that species that we call Human.
The Ancient Museum of Dream: Discoveries of a Dream-Artist is an
affirmation of that search, a testimony to the fertility of humankind’s inner
life and consciousness which, though it may be fueled by beliefs, is found
in life’s fecund ground of being itself and springs directly from that great
source of being.
No other book goes as deeply into this direct experience, which is the
very dance of Earth itself, the apprehension of life’s power at its very
source. One of the many communications:
“Past on memory-sky, seed of Creature Universe moving the black
winds of centuries to come. Oh creature, Human, great gifts you bear on
the vastness of time. Together, Earth- and Human sings the life,
proclaiming its destined desires, dancing through space, hungry for the
knowledge-truth, who are we. We come together to light the spark in the
dark hours of time.”
About the Authors: Clyde Anthony and Carolyn Frances view their
dreams as dwelling somewhere between fiction and non-fiction, fusing
both perspectives creatively. Therefore, their book is not fiction but a
partial account of their creative life-pursuit. It is a collection of works,
including discoveries gained through Clyde Anthony’s dreams and visions.
His vision work is from a uniquely individual perspective. He follows no
pathway of beliefs, instead listening to his body’s energies and gauging
their role in his vision experiences. He seeks out the inner wisdom of those
vision experiences both as ancestral language and as new creations, all
the while searching through the states of waking, sleeping and all gradations
in-between—in both the ancient past and the future—to meld together this
unique human triad of creative awareness.
“Many thanks for The Ancient Museum of Dream, a most original title for a
most unusual book. There are enough ideas, feelings, quotes, insights
and just remarkable perceptions, in many creative ways, to keep me
intrigued for a long time indeed. Beautifully put together, with evocative
illustrations that show their own unique truths.” - Robert F. Butts, cocreator, the Seth books.
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“Their journey through the dream-world shows the reader the importance
of such travels. The many issues they touch upon reveal the universal
questions of beingness. I loved it.” - Kim Burgess, Ph.D., anthropologist.
ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Carolyn Frances Gassmann
P.O. Box 204
Monument Beach, MA 02553
Tel.: (508) 759-3595
Email: <modm_@earthlink.net>
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In Search of the Unitive Vision: ALL RIGHTS AVAILABLE. Contact:
New Paradigm Books, 22491 Vistawood Way, Boca Raton, FL 33428, Tel.:
(561) 482-5971, Toll-Free: (800) 808-5179, FAX: (561) 852-8322,
Email: <darbyc@earthlink.net>/Website: <http://www.newpara.com>.

Dianetics: The Modern
Science of Mental Health
By L. Ron Hubbard

Letters of Sri
Madhava Ashish to
an American
Businessman,
1978-1997
Compiled with a Commentary by
Seymour B. Ginsburg
ISBN 1-892138-05-0. Paperback. 304 pp. Illustrated. 2001. New
Paradigm Books. $19.95.

ISBN 87-7989-226-4. Paperback. 630 pp. 2004. New Era Publications
International ApS. $11.00.

1 A How-to Manual: the Antidote to Parmalat and Enron.

A perennial bestseller, Dianetics is now a global phenomenon. The
solution to mental barriers that prevent one from using one's full potential
and going beyond one's apparent limits is available to 4.5 billion of the
world's population in their own language—from Armenian to Uzbek, from
Nepalese to Mandarin Chinese. Workable solutions to the strife and discord that plague people are now accessible across the planet.
Dianetics has enjoyed uninterrupted success for the last 53 years. It
has been translated into 53 languages and is now available in over 140
countries. Dianetics principles are so basic and workable that they can be
applied in any language or culture, whether it is French, Afrikaans or
Chinese. After its first release in 1950, Dianetics caused an instant sensation, topped the New York Times bestseller list for 27 weeks and has
regularly appeared on bestseller lists since. Publishers Weekly magazine
presented L. Ron Hubbard with their Century Award in recognition of
Dianetics’s being on their bestseller list for 100 consecutive weeks.
Bestsellers come and go, but the real and lasting benefits of Dianetics
have prompted continually increasing sales year after year for the past
half-century. Statements by medical professionals and academics show
how highly they regard Dianetics.

Chicago-born Ginsburg was a successful American entrepreneur, the cofounder of Toys-’R-Us, before he met Sri Madhava Ashish. His relationship
with the guru brought home to him the necessity of tempering business
practices with humanity and justice.

2 A Primer of Esoteric Literature. The decisive influences on Sri
Madhava Ashish were Vaishnava, Theosophy, and G. I. Gurdjieff. In five
essays reprinted in full in this book, the Scots-born, adoptive-Indian monk
eloquently conveys the essence of Vaishnava. Moreover, in detailed narrative threads running through the book, Seymour Ginsburg provides basic
information on G.I. Gurdjieff’s Fourth Way and H.P. Blavatsky’s Theosophy.
All of this material, taken altogether, constitutes a rarely-seen, comprehensive, basic introduction to esoteric literature.

3 A Uniquely Brief, Comprehensive Introduction to
Gurdjieff. Mr. Ginsburg’s account is developed in such a way that
readers knowing nothing about Gurdjieff at the beginning of In Search of
the Unitive Vision will know how to read with understanding Beelzebub’s
Tales to His Grandson by the time they’ve finished.

4 Casts New Light on Theosophy in India

in the early 20th
century, particularly in its account of the lives of theosophy leader Dr. G. N.
Chakravarti and his wife Monica (prior to her becoming the Vaishnava
monk Yashoda Mai), and the foundation and growth of Ashish’s Mirtola
ashram under the guidance of Yashoda Mai and the England-born Sri
Krishna Prem.
“[Madhava Ashish was the] last English saint....came to India to repair
spitfires, stayed to tame the inner fire.” - This Week of India
“Ginsburg is able to create an atmosphere of the palpable presence of
the master by providing quotations from his letters and articles.” - Jagdish
C. Nautiyal, Ph.D., Professor Emeritus, University of Toronto
“[Ashish’s] responses, always full of insight and sometimes wry humour,
throw an impartial light on theosophy, the Gurdjieff Work and Indian
spirituality.” - Ravi Ravindra, Chair, Comp. Rel. Dept., Dalhousie University.

“Dianetics put me in the big time. I always had the ability to be somewhat
successful but Dianetics freed me up to the the point where something
really big could happen, without interference.” - John Travolta, Actor.
“Although I achieved great honours on the rugby field, as a person during
these years I was quite unhappy. I lacked confidence, self-esteem and I
had self-doubts about my ability to handle responsibility. Through the
late 70s and mid-80s this continued and my marriage began to suffer and
I became quite depressed....While reading the book and watching the
video, I had a glimmer of hope that there was an answer here to my
problems. I gave it a try and have not regretted doing so. I am now a
‘clear’....I am very happy.” - Frank Laidlaw, Former Rugby International Star.
RIGHTS SOLD: Hebrew, Indonesian, Korean, Thai and Turkish. ALL
OTHER RIGHTS AVAILABLE.
Contact: Remi Sprungli, New Era Publications International ApS.,
Store Kongensgade 53, Copenhagen K, Denmark 1264
Tel: +45 33 73 66 83, Fax: +45 33 73 65 83
Email: <books@newerapublications.com>
Web: <http://www.dianetics.org/html/en_US/istore/index.html>
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